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Swath definition in a sentence

A string was originally the long narrow space created by a single swing of a scythe in a field of grass or corn as the cutter moved through it. Nowadays it is used more figuratively to mean some sort of path someone makes. The figurative use of string has nonphysical senses as well, as in the term a significant string of the population believes ... Or if someone
tries to attract attention to themselves, or makes quite public fuss, they can be said to be cutting a string through the business world or cutting a string on the dance floor. Hopefully, none of the latter involves using scythe. Definitions of string 1 Synonyms: belt Type of: course, road, track a line or route along which something travels or moves Type of: space
an empty area (usually bounded somehow between things) Grass tickled her feet, and she glanced down on the string of green beneath her. Her only chance in safety was over a string of broken glass. Her gaze went again to the pool of blood, then to the thick string of red marking traces of the dead man. Lush forests stretched to the steely sky, a string of
green, brown and gray. In the distance was a dark swath of park leading up to the illuminated Eiffel Tower, which was larger than she had imagined. Brush grew near the device, but it was obvious that someone had cut a string down either side of the unit not long ago. With over fifty different increasingly destructive techniques for the Hulk to master, the
player should have a little difficulty adding to squander a string of enemies. This string of the United States is also known for its stunningly sunny, beautiful beaches where attractive men and women throw their daily uniforms of jeans and T-shirts for freedom bikinis and board shorts. string of destruction stops just outside the pond. The majority of grapes are
grown in the Central and San Joaquin Valleys, a north to south swath of agricultural terrain that cuts almost the length of the state. It is fashionable, yet modest enough that a wide swath of women can be in this unique style. Project ISIS: the collaborative development of deepscan 60 bathymetric string-forming side can sonar system. Was she dead or â€¦
There will be many soundings per meter even at the string edges, allowing for full confidence control and detection of functions and shoals. soundings per meter even at the string edges, allowing full confidence control and detection of functions and stimestpoints. to base nuclear weapons. Then god's power begins to flow, then the Church begins to cut a
string through the world. The UN covers a large swath of collective international activities. Flew 800-1000 m.p.h. at 1-2,000 altitude, leaving a weak string. They can be used for better or for bad, creating a broad swath of the human landscape. string bathymetry with a low total cost of ownership has finally been met. swath imaging sidescan sonar system.
swath widths were limited to 25m per side to maintain a high number of points per bin. swath edges due to SVP error are visible on top at the away reach noise. Now Kurdish territory contains a mellow new string of land. Such agreements would still leave a wide range of weapons base. During processing, string widths were limited to 25m per page to
maintain a high number of points per bin. Systematic depth bias on string edges due to SVP errors is visible on top of long range noise. Then we headed into the Prince Gustav Channel, between James Ross Island and the mainland, to begin string examination and coring. Produce maps, charts, and plots of string datasets. We turned and ran transects
parallel to the cliff while running the string batymetry. No. It simply has a small triangle string of fabric that is held together by string. Of course, that string of fabric is really, really small. chugging down a new string, he conjures up the dead lady's face. transsects parallel to the cliff while running swath batymetry. The Crablogger's string of destruction stops just
outside the pond. The market's demand for a high-quality bathymetry system with a low total cost of ownership has finally been met. The word use example above has been collected from various sources to reflect current and historiel usage. They do not represent the views of YourDictionary.com. Similar words: swathe, swag, swan, swap, swamp, swanky,
swallow, swastika. Meaning: [swɔːθ] n. 1. the space created by the swing of a scythe or the cut of a cutting machine 2. a path or strip (as cut off a course of clipping). (1) She wears a dark hat, its string of auburn feathers dragging down her back. (2) The median strip at the park was a string of yellow tulips. (3) The Milky Way cast a light string across the sky.
(4) At 500 meters I crossed a string cut through the trees that formed the northern perimeter of the camp. (5) The ranch remains the largest vacant overland road in Santee. (6) In the sanctuary, a large swath of sack fire obscured the shining cross. (7) The tornado cut a string through the city. (8) The storm cut a wide swath through the city. (9) The
relationships between resolution, severe width ambiguity and pulse repetition frequency are discussed. (10) Luna uses this gift to cut a string through her enemies. (11) Britain claimed a large swath of the South Atlantic seabed around the Falkland Islands, Reuters reported. (12) One of the most important techniques in SWATH design is the prediction of
hydrodynamic beliefs, while resistance prediction is the most important task of hydrodynamic performance prediction. (13) A string of moonlight in the long garden was spotted over with dark shadows. (14) Nowadays the SWATH ship becomes an important ship type of high performance due to the excellent seakeeping (15) This primary rainbow is the
brightest colour above the image. (16) Multi-beam swath bathymeter is a sea floor mapping equipment with high efficiency, high accuracy and excellent resolution, especially mounted for wide sweep mapping. (17) Ash from the burn alone left permanent contaminants in the soil along a wide swath of Eighth Avenue. (18) As helicopter gunships buzzed
overhead and tanks shelled two high-rise buildings nearby, bulldozers as if to destroy a swath of homes. (19) Former retail towns now encounter each other, linked by new buildings and shop windows that cut a string across sugar cane fields. (20) The city is in the final stages of annexation a 28-mile swath of vacant land south of the city.
Sentencedict.com(21) Suspended from the ceiling just behind the white marble altar, the cross is backed by a string of deep purple fabric. (22) Had the aircraft crashed into the rock, it would have cut a string through the trees. (23) A new blanket of snow makes it difficult to see exactly how wide a string merced and its feeder streams intersect. (24) It can be
used to further enhance and complete the miniaturization of multi-beam string bathymeter. (25) The district's main attraction, however, is Glen Canyon Park, a 70-acre swath of city-owned wilderness nestled in a sweeping hub and just out of sight of several major roads. (26) Single Phase Center Multiple Beams(SPCMB) technology is one of the solutions for
implementing high resolution wide swath spaceborne synthetic aperture radar systems. (27) The one that caught my eye, cascade creek cabin, was in the Tongass National Forest, a swath of 17 million largely roadless acres. (28) The newcomer, the brown streak, now ravages cassava crops in a large swath around Lake Victoria, threatening millions of East
Africans who grow the tuber as their staple food. (29) The twin-engine plane was crushed to pieces at the time of the collision, meaning that only the tail was largely intact and a string of charred ground in the middle of the bush brush at an altitude of 13,500 feet. (30) Estimation of dynamic errors is an imperfect solved problem, for several beams string
bathymeter developed in recent years. Page 2 Similar words: swathe, swag, swan, swap, swamp, swanky, swallow, swastika. Meaning: [swɔːθ] n. 1. the space created by the swing of a scythe or the cut of a cutting machine 2. a path or strip (as cut off a course of clipping). (31) The government crackdown has included arresting the heads of several lead-
polluting battery plants in Zhejiang province and temporarily shutting down a string of lead-acid battery factories in May. (32) That singer cut a string on stage in the small town. (33) Acadia National Park, Maine Long Caption: Sunlight filters through a mist-shrouded swath of Acadia National Park, Maine. (34) Plastic has acutely affected albatrosses, which
roam ? a wide swath of the North Pacific. (35) In the 1990s, Harbin Engineering University Underwater Acoustics Academe had developed the H/HCS-017 Multibeam Swath Bathymeter for the Navy. (36) In the document, the main works are to processing system for shallow multi-beam swath bathymeter. (37) Sadr - feared by some, reviled by others and
revered by a broad swath of Iraq's impoverished city - is now a kingmaker in Iraqi politics. (38) On January 10, blizzards began to pummel a large swath of central and southern China. (39) In the paper, the miniaturization of several beams swath bathymeter based on H/HCS-017, the first multi-beam string bathymeter in our country, was claimed. (40) Multi-
beam bathymetric technology needs to be improved more as modern science and technology evolves. Miniaturization of bathymeter is currently the main goal of this area. (41) Seen in silhouette against a bright bulge of stars, the string of cosmic dust lanes lends a hat-like appearance to the galaxy in optical images suggesting the more popular moniker, The
Sombrero Galaxy. (42) He owns a cocoa plantation in this string of untamed cloud forest in northern Venezuela, where ocelot's darts under tall saman trees and howling monkeys scream at visitors. (43) Through the analysis, in under this control unit function, the stabilizing fin can provide quite good sea holding for the SWATH vessel longitudinal movement.
(44) Sheriff's deputies moved in before dawn Tuesday to evict farmers from the 14-acre plot, a rare swath of green in the otherwise industrial belt between Alameda Street and Long Beach Avenue. (45) Seek: Sleeves. Long, three-quarter or cap sleeves obscure the entire upper arms. Avoid: Sleeveless, spaghetti-strapped and strapless dresses that form a
wide horizontal strand of meat. (46) For two decades, Piye had ruled over his own kingdom in Nubia, a swath of Africa that was mostly in present-day Sudan. (47) Based on linear superposition technology, a hydrodynamic mathematical model of the SWATH vessel motion simulation is being developed with controllable fins in longitudinal irregular waves. (48)
Multi-beam Swath Bathymeter is a kind of newly developed advanced seabed nur equipment with high efficiency, high accuracy and fine terrain resolution. (49) SAR with Displaced Phase Centers multibeam in Azimuth (DPCA) can resolve the conflict between string range and resolution, but this mode is a Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) limitation. (50)
Troops are led by a dominant, older adult male[sentencedict.com/swath.html], often referred to as a silverback because of the strand of silver hair that adorns his otherwise dark fur. (51) Google Earth , as seen from China, apparently claims a string of territory for the Communist Party. (52) She is part of an interdenominational prayer circle that covers a large
swath of Western Washington. (53) Almost all state economic development and entrepreneurship programs tend to focus on a broad swath of SMEs. (54) Equally formidable is Microsoft, cutting its impressive string through the software world. (55) And at your feet is a string of ants with triangular pieces of green leaf. (56) The paper has for the further
development of found multi-beam swath bathymeter at work. (57) After plundering a wide swath of cities in his path, he was close to getting the surrender of Orleans when the combined Roman and visigoth armies arrived and forced Attila to retreat to the northeast. (58) Officials are considering whether to evacuate low-lying areas of Manhattan after
Hurricane Irene barrelled out of the Bahamas toward a wide swath of the eastern United States. (59) CAATI technology is a method of high-resolution direction and amplitude estimation used in multi-angle dithering (MSBSS) for bathing. (60) It is Female Genital Mutilation — sometimes referred to as female circumcision — and it is widespread across a wide
swath of Africa and bits of Asia as well. Well.
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